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Video games infiltrate campus pop culture.
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Learning how to give the perfect massage
can be made easy when simple steps are
followed.
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Purple Out
Student Duke Club increases numbers,
support ofjMU athletic programs.
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How to
avoid food
poisoning
BY KATE CHIROOTIS

contributing writer
A bout of food poisoning
easily can be mistaken for a case
of the flu. Without proper attention and medical treatment, negligence of some forms of food
poisoning can lead to kidney
damage, liver damage or death.
"It's incredibly common,
especially in college students,"
said Dr. Michael Bouland, an
emergency physician and president of Emerginet.
Microscopic
organisms
found everywhere, not just in
food, cause food poisoning.
Moat are found in small amounts
in human and animal digestive
tracts. The bacteria, viruses and
molds become harmful when
they grow exponentially and
undetected in food.
The only way microbes can be
prevented from causing human
illness is by handling and storing
food safely, according to Virginia's
Department of Agricultural and
Consumer Services.
Food poisoning can happen
in any situation, from eating
out at restaurants to microwaving meals.
College students often are
misinformed or unaware of
food safety. Food often is lift
out, cooled improperly or kept
past expiration date This especially is hue for freshmen. Small
refrigerators used in dorms do
not keep food and beverage
items consistently cool; this
leads to faster spoilage and an
enhanced environment for bacteria, virus and mold growth,
according to VDACS.
Symptoms of food poisoning usually last several hours
to several days, and can range
in severity according to the case
contracted, Bourland said. Most
common types of food poisoning, such as salmonella and
staph. involve symptoms like
cramping, head or body aches,
vomiting, diarrhea, fever or the
chills, gas pains and nausea,
according to VDACS.
"I've had salmonella, and
was bed ridden for four days
and lost 14 pounds," sophomore Molly Jacobs said. "I got
really sick, and couldn't keep
anything down, or eat and
drink anything."
More serious cases of food
poisoning, such as botulism.
set HEALTH, page 4

EVIN SHOAP'jmtorpfcMifrapfer
Above, candles were Itt to remember Sept. 11, 2001, victims at the oncampus memorial. Below, students pay tribute wttt flowers and letters dark* the
wreath-laylne ceremony. This Is the last year SQA will hold events In remembrance of the terrorist attacks.
By

ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

news editor
About 150 students attended
the wreath-laying ceremony and
candlelight vigil Saturday evening to remember Sept. 11, 2001.
This was the last year that the
Student Government Association
will hold events in remembrance
years ago.
"This year's senior class is
the last class that was here at
JMU on that date,'' Student Body
President Tom Culligan said. "It
w.is the first time as freshmen
we truly felt all together one ...
and today we gather to rejoin and
recommit ourselves to the unity
we felt on that day."
The ceremony lasted about 30
minutes and included speeches
from President Linwood Rose

-66
I came here to show my
respect and [to show] that
we still remember.
-Jill Mimas
y,
and Culligan. It opened with
the National Anthem and then a
wreath was laid on the memorial
for the alumni and JMU parent
victims of the Sept. 11 attacks.
The memorial is located between
Leeolou Alumni Center and the
College Center.
Also included in the event was
a candlelight vigil. Students lit
candles while "Taps" was played
and then senior Krissy Schnebel

sang "God Bless America".
Students also were given the
chance to leave personal notes
and flowers by the memorial.
"I came to show my respect
and (to showj that we still remember," junior Jill Munas said.
Culligan said SGA raised
about $200 from donations they
ISjtaTVed on ih« commons, while
handing out memorial ribbons
during the day last Thursday
and Friday.
"Who could have know in (the
senior's] freshmen year the word
terrorism would be introduced
into our everyday language,"
Rose said
"Today you can't pick up a
paper or turn oh the news without hearing the word ... We don't
forget, but we fill our lives and
our thoughts with aspirations for
another day."

Rockingham hospital to move, sell 15 acres
JMU among potential buyers; too early
to tell if future needs require extra land
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

news writer
Rockingham Memorial Hospital
wisest il plans Tuesday to build a new
hospital on a site not yet named. JMU currently has no plans to purchase the site.
"We want to move in order to continue to provide a high level of care to
the community," said Debra Thompson,
associate director of public relations and
communications for RMH. "We are run-

Ways to appeal a
parking ticket

ning out of room, and we've about outgrown our space on 15 acres. We need to
spread out and expand."
RMH currently is looking at
options for disposition, according to
Thompson. Fred Hilton, JMU director
of Media Relations, said it is too soon
to tell if the university will purchase
the land. "Any time a property comes
on the market the board of directors
wants the administration to look at
the feasibility of purchasing the prop-

erty," Hilton said. "It is impossible to
anticipate the needs of the university
that far down the road, so the option
[of purchasing RMH) has not been
discussed or considered."
If the university were to purchase
the property, the money could come
from several places ,"[The source
of funds] would depend on a lot of
things — some land we've purchased
with money from the state, some from
money the university raises and some
from private funding" Hilton said.
"Money for academic buildings usually comes from the state."
It still is too early for the university

to tell if they will need the land in the
future. "(The property] is highly desirable, but there is a lot that goes mto
deciding the need for the land," said
Al Menard, assistant vice president
of university planning and analysis.
"Need is based on students ... there is
a lot that must be considered."
Ground breaking at the new site is
planned for two years, and construction
should take three years.
"We have several properties under
consideration, not far from the city
site, that will allow us to provide the
greatest benefit to the community."
Thompson said.

In Person

Warning Tickets

Sew this year, you can
appeal in person by
arguing your case in five
minutes to a panel

New this year. you < n
receive a warning ticket
the first lime you don V
have decals on your car

Parking changes appeals process to benefit students
BY CAITLIN FRUI

contributing writer
Parking Services has created
a new appeals process, which
includes s warning ticket and a
chance to appeal in person
Any person who receives a
citation — including students,
faculty, staff and visitors —
can submit an appeal to the
Parking Office, as long as the
appeal is submitted within 10

days of the citation, according to Donald Musselman,
chair of the Parking Appeals
Committee The form to complete can be found in the
Parking Services office, or
online at www imu.edu/parking under the "regulstions"
hesding. If the appeal has not
been made within 10 days, it
may be submitted with the
parking fee. If the committee finds the appeal worthy, a

refund will be made, according to Musselman.
Although
neither
the
Parking Appeals Cornmittee nor
Parking Services create statistics
of appeals, Musselman guessed
that 10 percent of all appeals
made each year are upheld.
The committee that listens
to appeals is made up of students, staff and faculty.
"There is always at least one
student on each of the groups

that meet to hear apoeals,"
Musselman said.
It may take a while to hear
back Irom the committee. Senior
Drew Morettiru said, "It took
longer than three weeks to get
my appeal back. By that time,
1 didn't care anymore." According to Parking Services a decision should be sent by mall to
the person appealing within a
few weeks.
Student Body President Tom

Cu'ligan said a major frustration for students was the lack
of communication between the
Appeals Committee and the
student. New as of this year,
students have the opportunity
to appear in front of a panel
to personally appeal their
cases. For many students, if s
hard to explain their situation
on paper, so this gives them
the advantage by having that
personal interaction.

Also new this year Is a first
ticket "warning'' to students
without nppropriate dec.ils on
their cars, according to t ulligan.
They receive a ticket to alert
them that a deesj to needed, but
the amount due is $0.
Nome students feel that
Parking Services appeals are
ignored Senior Ryan C urran,
who has submitted several
appeals, said, "No appeals
ever get listened to "
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Josh Fields (Left) and Carey Gates (Right)
spend their Sunday afternoon practicing
lumps off the stairs outside of D-haR on the
commons.
lever, cause my
rlfriend would

DUKE DAYS

me!"

Events Calendar

Monday Sept 13
Up til Dawn will be on the commons for Childhood
Cancer Awareness Week. II you are Interested In
making a difference in a child's life, stop by our Informational table. It you nave questions, e-mail upUdewn.

Undeclared
Junior

Mil's Alternative Spring Break program will be holding domestic leader information sessions today and
Tuesday at 8 p.m. In Taylor Hall, room 404. We will
be discussing trips this year, the application process
and training. Come if you are interested in leading an
ASBtnp.

While they're
:alking on AIM
because they'll
* distracted."

Tuesday Sept. 14
The National Honors Fraternity, Phi Sigma Pi.
presents the third Annual "3 Miles For MS Run/
Walk." The race will be held Saturday, Oct. 2 at 11
a.m. Registration begins in the College Center at 10
a.m. The entry fee is $10 before race day and $15 the
day of the race.

Psychology
Grad. Student

:ampus
OT"
TLIQHT
When is the perfect
time to ask someone
out and why?

Wednesday Sept. 15
Want to get your works of art music, poetry, literature.
theatre, political statement, photography, et cetera
published? Anyone can submit to Fugue, the English
Honors literary magazine, so get your creative juices
flowing. Go to the Honors Office in Hillcrest Hall by
Monday, Sept. 20. For questions, contact Rachel at
e/s/eyrn of 574-4574.

"\ don't ask.
I get asked."

POLICE LOG
Bv GEARY COX
news editor
Petty Larceny
Accounting
Senior

A JMU student reported the larceny of a parking decal from a Yamaha
Motorcycle on Sept 6 at 4:36 p.m.
A JMU student reported the larceny of a JAC card from an

Contact Us

unsecured cubby hole in UREC on Sept. 8 at 12:11 p.m.
Grand Larceny

"After serenadi
the fine women

A projector was reported stolen from Bridgeforth Stadium by a JMU employee
on Sept. 8 at 9:57 a.m.
Violation of Drug Policy

with my acous
guitar because
women tend toj
like my rhythm.|
Alex Grand

Geology

Freshman

*
Jiss. ( MWiH-XPANYA/

senior photographer
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The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday
mornings and distributed throughout James
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addressed to Alison Fargo, editor.

A JMU student was charged with violating the JMU drug policy on Sept. 8 at 8
p.m. in McGraw-Long Hall.

Main Telephone:

Variety Desk:

Property Damage

(540)568-6127

(540)568-3151

A JMU employee reported damage to a Ford vehicle in M Lot between 6 a.m.
and 2:30 p.m. on Sept. 7.
Possession ol Mmi|uo.iB/u..ao.«,9o PossMslon »1 Alcohol
JMU students were charged with possession of marijuana and underage
possession of alcohol in Potomac Hall on
Sept. 9 at 8:56 p.m.

Editor:
Alison Fargo
(540) 568-3694

Sports Desk:

Adam N. Shinal, 19, of Fairfax, was charged with criminal possession of
marijuana on Sept. 6.
Driving Under the Influence

Managing Editor:
Kelly Jasper
(540)568-3694

A JMU student was charged with DUI on Port Republic Road at Crawford
Avenue on Sept. 9 at 1:52 a.m.
Samuel D. Emorty, 21, of Fairfax, was charged with criminal DUI on Sept. 9.

(540) 568-6709
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G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC680S
James Madison University
Harnsonburg, Virginia 22807
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The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper of James
Madison University.
serves student and
faculty readership by
reporting news involving the campus and
local community The
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believes In its First
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CORRECTIONS
Time commitments to Safe Rides,
require two nights of driving per
semester. This information was
incorrectly reported in the Aug. 30
issue of The Breeze.
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another happy season
rental customer celebratinq
the great deal he got on

season rentals.
during the month of serf.
snowboards or skis tor $19
burtons tor $159
demo skis tor $119

store wide clearance on all
skate, golf e 200M uiinter qearl
Call US: four three three - seuen two aero one

B How lo place a classified: Go
to www tnetxeeze cry and cHck on
the resealarl ink or come Into the
office weekdays between 6 am
end 5 p.m.
B Cost: $5.00 for the first 10
words, S3 for each additional 10
words, boxed classified. $10 per
column inch
a DeadBnes: noon Friday tor
Monday issue, noon Tuesday for
Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid in
advance In The Breeze office.
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CAMPUS

JMU campus crime
statistics released

BY SARA CHRISTOPH

staff writer

College Republicans
assist campaigns
The College Republicans
will begin assisting at the
Republican campaign headquarters in Hamsonburg
in preparation for the 2004
presidential election.
Anyone interested in
working at the campaign
headquarters or around
campus should contact
Jessica Gosnell, chair of
the College Republicans,
at gosneljt.
Additionally, students
interested can attend a
meeting of the College
Republicans on Monday,
Sept. 13 at 7:30 p.m. in
Taylor Hall, room 400.

13,2004 13

Museums display rare art

AROUND

■•fcVilSUMH
In accordance with
the federal Jeanne Clery
Disclosure of Campus
Security Policy and the
Campus Crime Statlsflci
Act of 1998, the JMU
Department of Public
Safety has released the
annual campus crime
report for 2004.
Statistics from the
report cover a wide range
of crimes and policy violations, from murder to larceny. In the 2003 academic
S2* liquor law violations wen recorded.
The entire report is available through the public
safety Web site, www.jmu.
fiiulpiibsafety.

MONDAY, SEPT.

The JMU Mineral Museum
features an extensive collection
of more than 500 crystals from
around the world The collection
began in 1976 with the support
of Lance Keams, who serves as
its curator today.
According to Keams, the rhondite and spinel crystals found in
rock formations in New York are
over 1 billion years old.
A few of the displays in the
museum outshine minerals in
other highly prestigious collections, Keams said.
The recently acquired turquoise
KAIH-YN WYSZYNSKl/i*<ff;**fn«iA«- and gamett crystals "are superior to the ones the Smithsonian
Sanlors Katie Rauhler, foreground, and Julia LaBlanco
examln* a dliplay of ancient coin* In Carrier Library.
Institute has on display," he said.

Program provides free food
to students via Internet
BY MARIA NOSAL

contributing writer

Campusfood.com, an online food-ordering
company, offers students specials for delivery
orders, including a promotional tree pizza
until Sept 20. Students can order online from
Domino's Pizza, Chanello's Pizza or Pizza
Hut and get a free medium cheese pizza.
"All college student, enjoy free food,"
said Christine Heller, campusfiod.com marketing associate. "So ifs a great way to launch
our business at JMU." Michael Saunders,
a University of Pennsylvania student who
found it difficult to order food on campus,
started campusfood.com in 1997.
Since then, "the business has been very
successful at other schools, and this year we

are doubling the number of schools we serve,"
Heller said. "JMU was one of the schools we
expanded to this year" The company works
with over 1,000 different restaurants.
"We need the
support of the restaurants in order to
-DUMiNl/s P
be successful and to
help offer student* -CKANBLLOB PIZZA
-PIZTA MUTT
good deals, which an
just added incentive*' -ClNNAMON aCAft
to use our service,' BAKERS AND Deu
INA4
Heller added. "Also
it helps to eliminate
busy signals and rroscommunications, benefiting both the customer and the business."

see FOOD, page 4

Junior Rachel Posner said, "Being
in such a small major as geology ...
if s so cool to be able to go upstairs
and look up close at the minerals
you just spent hows memorizing."
Keams keeps the museum open
to the public every Monday through
Friday, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
JMU also owns a meteorite collection, housed near the
Mineral Museum in Miller Hall.
The display showcases 16 different meteorites from around the
world. There is a tektite meteor
found in the Czech Republic,
and another that was picked up
in the Sahara Desert in 2001.
The oldest meteorite in the
display, "Gideon," was found in
1836 in Nambia, Africa.
The museum also displays a
meteor of lunar origin that was

uncovered in Morocco in 1999.

Although this collection
may seem much smaller in
comparison, its presence is just
as important. "I think most people don't even realize that JMU
has these amazing collections,"
junior Erin Barocca said.
While JMU students eat at
Festival, most have no idea that the
room directly below them houses a
gallery of art that spans from 4000
B.C. to the pres.nl
The Madison Art Collection
represents nearly every era and
part of the globe, with pieces
from the ancient Near-East, classical Greece and Rome, West
Africa, medieval Asia and even
a few modem art acquisitions.
see MUSEUMS, page 4

Recreation major eliminated
BY MARIA NOSAL

contributing writer

Beginning this year, the recreation
major, a division of the school of
kinesiology, no longer is offered.
"Dr. [Arthur] Benson and Dr.
[Michael] Goldberger made the
formal decision in June, although the
demise of the therapeutic recreation
program had been decided upon
before that" said Lawrence Ham,
former professor for recreation studies
majors. "We just didn't produce the
numbers that the university desired
in that program."
The decision affected new students, or students who had not
declared recreation majors by July 1.
Students in the major will be given a
chance to graduate with a degree.

"We are making every allowance possible to see that the students still get the quality of education they enrolled at JMU for,"
Ham said. "They will be able to
complete their major in recreation
studies, as well as both options
— therapeutic recreation and recreation management."
Currently there are eight students
completing the recreation major and
in previous years, the enrollment,
was at around 20 students.
The department has faced difficulty filling classes in the program
for six years according to Michael
Goldberger, department head of kinesiology. Goldberger added, "With growing interest in the other programs in
see MAJOR, pa^e 4
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You want it. You got it... for a limit
Now through September 20*h, get FREE FOOD
^^■bfood com . .

9NLYAT campusfood.com
The following restaurants are also available online but are not participating in
the free food giveaway
Cinnamon Bear Bakers & Deli I China Jade Restaurant
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Restrictions slated for N.C. State tailgating

FOOD: Company offers
online food ordering to students
FOOD from page 3

China Jade and Cinnamon Bear
Bakery's and Deli also participate in campusfood.com. To
use campusfitod.com. students
must first visit the Web site and
choose their school. After this,
they will be given the choices of
ICSUurmll and menus to select
the food they wish to order.
From there, the students
will be prompted to start an account, with information Midi ,i>
phone numbers and delivery
address. Next, the order is put
m and the restaurant takes care
of payment and delivery.
"It's a lot more convenient
because I'm already online talking to people and using my computer, so I don't have to pick up
a phone and call anyone," soph-

BY BEN MCNEELY

Technician, N.C. Slate

omore Tanner Simensen said.
Sophomore Bhanne Murphy
s.nd, "It sounds like an awesome idea, especially since I
don't have to talk to anyone on
the phone. I'll definitely fry it
out and get my free pizza."
Some students thought
that the site was not needed.
I think that this site is kind of
lame because it just makes college kids lazier," sophomore
Jen Bodie said. "How hard is
it to pick up the phone and
call for food? Plus, most of the
time when I call for food I am
not in my room, so how does
this site help me?"
When the two-week promotional period is over, the service
still will be offered to JMU students
with discounts and benefits.

Officials from North Carolina State University and the
North Carolina Department
of Agriculture and Consumer
Services released restrictions
on tailgating Thursday evening effective for the Ohio
State home game on Sept. 18.
The Trinity Road State
Fairgounds lots will be restricted to fans with tickets
only — 600 tailgating spots
will be reserved for students
and 600 will be reserved for
other ticket holders, according to Tom Stafford, vice
chancellor for Student Affairs. Students can get parking permits through the usual ticket distribution process.
Eligible season ticket holders
will be mailed their passes by
the Wolfpack Cub.
The restrictions on tailgating are a product of meetings between the State Department of Agriculture and
high-level university officials
held this week.
"Basically, if you come to

MAJOR: Recreation major ended
due to lack of student interest
MAJOR, from page 3

kinesiology, it became more and
more difficult to justify continuing
tins low enrollment program."
The recreation management
major also was discontinued.
"I was shocked when Dr. Goldberger told me the decision was
also to eliminate the WCWUon
studies major and recreation
management option as we had
between 50 to 60 students in that
ma|or," Ham said.
An e-mail informing students of the discontinuation of
the major was sent out at the beginning of the semester.
"It was really upsetting for
me when they informed me
that they were getting rid of
the major," junior Judy Brown
said. "I didn't know it was
coming, it was just like all of a
sudden I got an e-mail telling
me how they were getting rid
of the recreation major.
"Some people stayed in
the major, but I decided to
switch to a major where I
would have more choices and

wouldn't be so rushed."
Students completing the
major must meet with Paula
McMahan, staff member to the
school of kinesiology, to check
on their completion of major
requirements. Goldberger said,
recreation classes will be offered
(or about two more years.

party and get drunk, you are
going to have to find another
place to do that," Stafford said.
On game day, the Trinity Fairgrounds lot will open
three hours before the game.
For the Ohio State game, the
lot will open at 12:30 p.m.
This is concurrent with parking lots surrounding CaterFinley Stadium, controlled
by NCSU, according to a released document from NCSU
News Services.
Tne Fairgrounds lot will be
secured and surveillenced at 8
a.m. the day before the game.
Tne park-and-ride will still be
open for service, but fans cannot go out and begin tailgating
the day before the game.
Parking attendents from
McLaurin Parking will be
directing fans in the Trinity Fairgrounds Lot, so fans
will not be able to park
wherever they want, according to Stafford.
The main entrances to the
lot will controlled at the large
oak tree on Trinity Road and
at Youth Center Road.
Along with these restne-

tions, there will a more visible
presence of law enforcement,
along with 50 more undercover ALE officers. While
parking will be restricted to
ticketed fans only, pedestrian
traffic in and out of the lot
will not be restricted.

-66...ifyoucometo
party and get drunk,
you are going to
have to find another
place to do that...
-Tom Stafford
vice chancellor for student affairs
at N.C. State

99—
"There is no way lo
keep people from walking
in and out of the parking
lot," Stafford said.
Commissioner of Agriculture Britt Cobb said he believe
this will ensure the safety of fans
at the football game. "Through-

out our dicussions with N.C
State, safety has been the first
and foremost point of concern
of both this department and the
university," Cobb said in a released statement.
"We believe these changes are positive, and the right
measures to take."
Interim Chancellor Robert
lt.imh.irdt echoed Cobb's sentiments in the release. "We've
made these changes working
cooperatively with the Department of Agriculture and local
law enforcement agencies,"
Bamhardt said. "The changes
we made will be effective while
still allowing our fans to enjoy
a festive atmosphere and have
fun at our games."
Stafford said this was a
very appropriate response.
"It appears that people come
out just to tailgate — that takes
away from the focus, which is
the football game," Stafford said
"We want people to come out
and support the football team,
not party all day and all night
before the game. These changes
will improve the environment
around the stadium."

HEALTH: Food poisoning can be prevented with proper steps
HEALTH, from page 1

involve nervous disturbances, trouble
swallowing and breathing, and can lead
to liver damage, kidney damage and/or
failure or even death. Chances for more
serious symptoms are increased for infants and the elderly, Bourland said.
"Food poisoning is really horrible
because, even though most of the time

-66Hang in there, as this is
just one hurdle in life...

it doesn't last that long, the feelings of
nausea can be really intense," junior
Kat D'Aquila said.
Prevention can be as simple as
making sure food is stored in airtight
containers so that it stays fresh.
"Look for dates on food, smell it,
don't leave it out," Bourland said.
Food should be cooled and heated

according to instruction. Food handlers
should undergo a food safety course
prior to employment. Most importantly,
personal hygiene — such as washing
hands before handling food — will prevent most food contaminations.
Any symptoms of food poisoning require immediate medical attention and treatment.

- Lawrence Ham

former professor for

recreation studies major

59Ham advises his students to
"hang in there, as this is just one
hurdle in life that they will face
and this one has been smoothed
out so they should not even notice there has been a change."

MUSEUM: JMU art collection offers exhibits to the public
MUSEUM, from pap 3

"We have woodblocks and manuscripts from the fourteenth century, as
well as one of the largest Russian Iconography collections in the area," collection coordinator Kathryn Monger said.
"We've even got Florence Night-

Grace Covenant
i

ingale's autograph, and a letter by
Victor Hugo."
The Madison Art Collection is open
to the public every Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 2 to 5 p.m.
Monger also maintains a rotating
exhibit in the Leeolou Alumni Center

Great Room that is always open for
viewing by the public.
In addition, there is a display
in the main lobby of Carrier Library of Ancient Greek and Roman coins that are provided by
the Madison Art Collection.

INTERNATIONAL WEEK
BOOK DONATION PROJECT....!!

Church

Contemporary worship
Practical Bible teaching
Five minutes from campus
Sunday Service: 10:00 a.m.
The Center for Multicultural and International Services (CMISS) md
j Information, contact
Mike Souder, 433-9244,
leek out www.gcch.org.

the Office of International Programs (oIP)
proudly celebrate "1-Week" 9/27-10/2 with the JMU community.
t or this purpose, we innle everyone lo give donations of books, periodicals and teaching
tools to the "Library Development fund." The library Development fund was established by the
Binational Fulbrighi Commission (BFCE) to meet the growing need for current books, periodicals
and other educational material. Textbooks, desk copies, and gently used periodicals are welcome.
TV e encourage everyone to take part in this donation project in any way they can, as it will
help in sharing the wealth of education and knowledge!!

JOIN US FOR NIGHTLY SPECIALS S MEAT ENTERTAINMENT!

vollectwn of donanons will take place
Monday 13* September 2004 thrm.pt. Friday l" October 2004.

Omry ftotwm • Apaarfinn i Curtis ■ &|fds t SontwoSes • Dtutrts
Multiple Big Sceen TV; • fltdroM DirtkooraH • Pool loblc

•

FOUT PoilltS-

UIHU

Sheraton
1400 Fast Market Street

Donations will be accepted at the following places:
Center for Multicultural/International Student Services (CMISS)
International Student and Scholar Services, Cleveland Hall, room 117
Office of International Programs, 1077 S. Main Street
CISAT Library
Showker Hall

Harmonburg, VA

540-433-2521
Present this ad and receive $2 OFF an Entree
Valid thru IVtrmbcr 1 2004! • Not V4ltd writi oirm r|,

For further information, please contact oIP. International Student and Scholar Services
Cleveland Hall, Rooms 112.113 & 120 Phone. 540-568-6119 Email: isssfaimu.edu
mrwA
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■ r^.M Family recites mournful roll call on Sept. 11
Keny suggests GOP may
by to surpress voter*
WASHINGTON, D.C
— Democrat John Keny suggested Saturday night that
Republicans may attempt to
suppress black voter turnout to help President Bush
to victory in November.
"What they did in Florida
in 2000, they may be planning to do in battleground
states all across this country
this year," the Democratic
presidential nominee said in
remarks to the Congressional
Black Caucus.

Mushroom cloud not
from nuclear blast
SEOUL, South Korea
— A huge mushroom cloud
that reportedly billowed up
from North Korea was not
caused by a nuclear explosion. South Korean and US.
officials said Sunday, but they
said the cause was a mystery.
The South Korean news
agency Yonhap reported
Sunday that a mammoth
explosion in North Korea
produced a mushroom
cloud more than 2 miles
across Thursday. It said the
blast was stronger than an
April explosion that killed
160 people and injured an
estimated 1,300 at a North
Korean railway station
when a train carrying oil
and chemicals apparently
hit power lines.

BY SARA KUOLER

Associated Press
Their voices breaking, parents and grandparents of those
lost on Sept. 11, 2001, stood at
the World Trade Center site
Saturday and marked the third
anniversary of the attacks by
reciting the names of the 2,749
people who died there.
The list took more than
three hours, punctuated by
tearful dedications when the
readers reached the names of
their own lost loved ones.
"We miss you very much,
we love you very much and
we'll never forget you because
you're in our hearts forever,"
said Stewart D. Wotton, looking skyward and remembering
Ml ton, Rodney lames Wotton.
Four moments of silence
were observed at 8:46, 9:03,
9:59 and 10:29 a.m. — the precise times that the two planes
slammed into the buildings

and when they collapsed on
Sept. 11,2001.
Bells tolled at the moment
hijacked Flight 93 crashed
near Shanksville, Pa. A moment of silence was observed
at the Pentagon for the 184
victims there.
President Bush stood in
silence on the White House
lawn to mark the third anniversary of the worst terrorist
attack on U.S. soil.
For those at ground zero,
the pain remained fresh. Pat
Hawley, 44, said he comes
to the ceremony every year
to remember his older sister,
Karen Sue )uday.
"It seems like it gets harder
every year, because it's that
much more time since I've
been able to talk to my sifter
and be with her," said Hawley,
of Charlotte, N.C.
Hundreds of family members descended a long ramp
into ground zero, sobbing, em-

bracing each other and tossing
a layer of roses onto two square
reflecting pools meant to evoke
the fallen twin towers.
Reading from two lecterns,
the parents and grandparents
provided a bookend to last
year's anniversary ceremony,
when children of attack victims
read the list of names.
In lower Manhattan the
outpouring of grief came at a
site that has changed dramatically over each of the three
years since the sunny Tuesday
when its gleaming towers were
reduced to smoking rubble.
A commuter train station
has opened on the site's northeast comer, eventually to be
transformed into a $2 billion
transit hub. A 20-ton granite
cornerstone was laid on ]uly 4
for the 1,776-rbot-iall Freedom
Tower, the skyscraper set to
open in 2009 that will be the
centerpiece of the redeveloped
trade center site.

JENNIFER GRIMESMP
Kim Buendell of Mesa, Ariz., walks through the U.S. flaa> at
HaaMnf Field Saturday, at Tempe Town Lake In Tempe, Ariz.

Hurricane Ivan strengthens to Category 5 storm, 56 dead
BY STEVENSON JACOBS

Associated Press
Hurricane Ivan strengthened to a rare Category 5
storm capable of catastrophic
damage, leaving Jamaica and
aiming for the Cayman Islands
with winds reaching 165 mph,
the U.S. National Hurricane
Center said Saturday.
Ivan has lulled 56 people

across the Caribbean so far this
week, including 34 in Grenada
and 11 in Jamaica.
Millions more people are in
its path, with Ivan projected to
go between the Cayman Islands,
make a direct hit on Cuba and
then either move into the Gulf
of Mexico or hit South Florida.
"If God doesn't help us,
I think this is going to be extremely tragic," said Maria del

Carmen Boza* a 65-year-old
resident of Cojimar, a seaside
community in Cuba once frequented by Ernest Hemingway. "All of Cuba is worried.
Tnis looks like if s going to be
really dangerous."
President Fidel Castro sought
to assuage such concerns.
"This country is prepared
to face this hurricane," Castro
said Saturday night on state

*
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QDOBA SIGNATURE BURRITOS

made
FAST
made
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shore banking center where secrecy laws protect transactions.
Hurricane-force winds extended 60 miles and tropical stormforce winds another 175 miles.
The storm was moving west by
northwest at about 9 mph and
was expected to reach the Cayman Islands on Sunday.
The storm could dump up to
one foot of rain, possibly causing flash floods and mudslides.

■v

BURRITOS

One-of-a-kind recipes you won't find anywhere else
PoMaeie ■•its lurrlto
5.4?
Grilled chicken. Poblano Pesto with roasted poblenos end pint nun
Chicken 5.14
Steak
6.19

Oue
Loaded with our Warm J-Cheese Qutto sauce
Chicken Mel, lurrlto
Our rich and s!tghr!> spicy Mole sauce Cmoh-lay')
Fa|ita Ranchers lurrlto
Red onions, bell peppers and our testy
Kanchera sauce (no beans)

made
FRESH

television, saying his government had mobilized to save
lives and property.
A Category 5 storm is the
most powerful, packing winds
of at least 155 mph and causing
a storm surge of at least 18 feet.
At 8 p.m. EDT, the hurricane's winds were 165 mph and
its well-defined eye was about
145 miles east by southeast of
Grand Cayman, a popular off-

3.44
Chicken 5.34
Steak
5.99

Drilled Voejeteble lurrlto
Grilled lucchlnl. scalllons. eggplant and red peppers

5.1*

lie,ml Shredded loot lurrlto
Vannaied beef slow-roasted to tender perfection

5 59

GRILLED QUESAD1LLAS

Chicken lurrlto
Adobo-marinated and grilled chicken

5.14

Sleek lurrlto
Adobo-mannaled and frilled sleek
Fe|lle Classic* lurrlto
Sweel red onions and ball peppers (no beans)

Chicken 3.34
Sleek
5.74

Oround Sirloin lurrlto
Spiced lean ground sirloin
Vegetarian lurrlto
Wilh guacamole--IOO* vegetarian

4.44

Naked lurrlto"
Prefer forks to tinge's' Order any burrlto served
in a bowl wirh an oprfonel rorflllo on the side

TACOS

With sides of fresh guacamole. sour cream and salsa
Cheese Ouesedllle
White Cheddar and montereyjaek wilh plco de aallo

4.99

Chicken Ouesedllle
•/Urinated drilled chicken and fresh plco de aallo

5.19

Sleek Ouesedllle
Marinated grilled sleak and fresh plco da aallo

4.14

Soft flour or critpy corn lortiUti
Ch,cktn or Ground Sirloin
fcMft
Shnditd Bttf
Gr.ll.td Vtqqits
Viqttartan

1 taco
1.44
2.04
1.44
1.14
1.44

3 recos
S.24
5.64
5.59
4.94
469

CHIPS and DIPS

3-CHEESE NACHOS
Homemade tortilla chips wllh our Warm i-Cheesa Queso
5.54
5.14
5.14
4.44
4.54

Chicken or Ground Sirloin
Stetk
Shredded Beef
Grilled Veggie.
Veaeierten

TACO SALADS
Cnspy flour tortilla bowl filled suth shredded Rcmeine. Wack
bean corn salsa, picante ranch dressing and sour cream
Chicken or Ground Sirloin
Sleek
Shredded Beef
Grilled Veggies
Vegetarian

Chips and Salsa
Chips and Guactmol*
Chips and Warm i-Cheese Queso
Guacamole (side)
Warm )-Cheese Queso (side)

KIDS MEAL (12 and Vnder)
Comes with smell soft drink and side of chips
Taco or Cheese Quesadllla 2.44
Chicken Queiedllle 1.44

DRINKS
5.44
5.14
3.14
4.44
4.34

1.49
2.59
2.54
1.30
ISO

6M

Soft Drinks ifree refills)
Boffled Weler
Bottled Tern/Juice
Domestic Bear
M'.crobrews / Mexican Beer
Almhollt >rve*ee't serve, la select leceilens a

1.24 / 1.44
1.24
1.44
2.30
3.25

TORTILLA SOUP (seasonal)
100* veoetanan or add chicken then topped wtth crispy fornlla srrtps
Bowl
Trio (soup. laco. regular drink)

2.94
3.I4

f\ *V> ^r&
tj|VTO *JOT.

Go
' * 4™'' '" '**0' Grab * brochure or
ask about our Q-to-Go" Hot Taco tar for
groups or box lunches tor Qdoba on the go

We cater for parties, meetings, ect

540-564-1515

223 Burgess Road, Harrisonburg.VA
Harrisonburg Crossing Shopping Center

Mon-Sat 11 a.m. -10 p.m.
Sun 12-9p.m.
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RMH expansion leaves room for JMU
Rockingham
Memorial Hospital b
CLASSROOMS, PAMOMG,
short on space.
So is JMU. Our
BATING
crowded classFACILITIES...
rooms,
stampedes for seats at
D-hall, UREC lines
and jammed parking
lots prove it.
The difference? RMH opted to
solve its space problems, and now it's
JMU's turn. Following an announcement Tuesday, the hospital will relocate
elsewhere in the county, having overgrown its 15 acres of offices, wards
and parking lots. The space, though
probably already considered for retail or offices, is up for grabs.
While no plans were reported to purchase the hospital's sprawling campus, the
university, as it should,
always entertains the
\
thought when spac'«
es adjacent to
>VjK
JMU's own 600
C^
acresbe^■Aw^M& come

"VE NEfO OOflMS,

Office swce,

sntr.'

V?i

available.

k

The hospital hugs the north side of
campus on the corner of Mason and
Cantrell Avenue, a convenient spot for
new university offices and classrooms.
Even more enticing are RMH's six parking lots and two multilevel decks.
Some may retch at the thought of
working inside the corridors of a former
hospital. But JMU, it seems, isn't bothered
by convention. Students already attend
class in the converted swimming pool
of Keezell Hall, the dank auditorium of
Anthony-Seeger Hall, the campus movie
theater and modular trailers just down
the road from a power plant.
Renovations and conversions may
initially be pricey, but money to purchase academic buildings typically is allocated from the state, not student fees.
Regardless, the price is small when the
quality of life for students, faculty and
staff improves.
The university should fight for
RMH's coveted, high-traffic location.
Expanding campus shouldn't be seen as
a luxury, but as a necessity.
We need the space. A study lounge in
Chandler Hall was converted into a bedroom last year due to a lack of housing.
The November fire in the Financial Services building displaced staff into makeshift offices around town. Some faculty
offices aren't even in the buildings in
which they teach.

BREEZE PERSPEC TIVF.S

OFF THE WIRF.

Two strikes force students to consider transferring
TIM ROSE

contributing writer
JMU's three-strike policy makes it imperative that
students withdraw from
this institution and pursue
their degree elsewhere alter receiving two strikes.
No ambitious student can
afford to stay here after receiving two strikes.
Students are aware of the
three-strike policy, and it is a
common belief that few ever
reach the third strike. Unfortunately, it is not reaching
the third strike that is important, but it is the risk of
reaching the third strike that
is significant. A student with
two strikes is gambling every time they are in the same
vicinity as an alcoholic beverage. A strike can be given
to a student if found in the
same room as a substance

— drinking is not necessary.
Though strikes are more
common in on-campus living situations, they still can
be given to those students
who live off campus — you
never are absolutely safe.
The punishment for receiving a third strike is suspension for one semester.
The university's Web site
does give the disclaimer
that this is at the discretion
of JMU President Linwood
Rose, but this is irrelevant.
The idea that a suspension
may be enforced as a punishment is legitimate. This
disclaimer should not give
anyone the false impression
that a third strike is a joke.
No student can give up
a semester of his or her
time or have a suspension
in their college history. The
risk for this horrific event is
too great, too easy to obtain

a clean slate. Why not have
the same for students? Why
force a student to live with
a mistake for the remainder
of his or her college career?
This policy is plausible and
would give two-strike stuschools, a punishment of this dents another chance, savmagnitude will be present- ing mem from ever having
ed. What institution wants to think about leaving JMU.
to accept a student who has
Society is presented with
a semester suspension on his ignorance daily, but stuor her record? What kind of dents at JMU should not
person does that indicate?
have to deal with the ignoWhen confronted with rance of this policy. The atthe harsh reality of the three- mosphere at JMU is a safe,
strike rule, there must be a pleasant and joyous one It is
compromise that is best for a heart-wrenching thought
the students and for JMU. A that some day a student may
solution could be that strikes have to leave and pursue
expire after a given period their education elsewhere
of time. This policy mirrors for fear of the penalties from
the idea of points on a driv- receiving a third strike. Tins
er's license. These points harsh and unjust policy must
do not last forever — they be reformed.
eventually are erased and
Tim Rose is a sophomore
a good driver goes back to business major.

OFF THE WIBF

Personal tragedy leads to
socially conscious students

Voting 'fitting tribute' to
victims of Sept 11 terror

PASHCA BROWN

Despite spending most
of her life helping others,
immersed in the worst suffering imaginable, some
people need a little personal
crisis of their own to register any genuine or thoughtworthy emotion.
;« My older sister had one
Such private university
roommate, Sue. Sue was
on her way to becoming
a great humanitarian. She
traveled to just about every
country imaginable to help
poor, indigenous people.
She even had an enlarged
photograph of herself with
an African tribesman on
their dorm room wall to
jJrove it. My sister's awe of
her roommate was thwarted, however, when sli, i.ij
a three-page diary entry in
which Sue seemed obsessed
dver a schizophrenic, homeless woman slapping her on
a New Orleans street cor-

ner. While I do not condone
this invasion of privacy, it
ultimately was unavoidable and, furthermore, very
enlightening. In Sue's case,
a homeless woman had
threatened her safety and
stolen the smug sense of
security most well-to-do
American women feel.
While people in other
parts of the world experience famine, continual
sexual abuse and stoning,
here in the Vanderbubble,
we are far removed. Here,
and on many other college
campuses, the closest that
the majority of students
will come to experiencing
deep, psychological turmoil is having something
stolen from them. Hopefully, this will at least
lead to a more profound
thought process.
As a veteran resident
of Towers East, a place renowned for its power to
see TRAGEDY, page 7

Russia suppressed media
during Beslan school siege

and has too severe a penalty.
A suspension on a student's
college record can diminish
his or her chances of being
the most successful he or she
can be. When applying to
graduate schools or transfer

OFF THE WIRF

Vanderbilt Hustler

JMU mustcompens.iie tor it* nu rc.ises in students, faculty and staff. RMH's
property is a great place to start. The
hospital isn't slated to open in its new
location until 2012. JMU says if s impossible to anticipate the needs of the university that far off.
But buying the property isn't about
what we will need in eight years. Any
student, faculty member or staffer could
confirm we need the space now. Campus
is already bursting at the MUM
In the past eight years, enrollment has
surged with more than 2,000 new students. Growth in enrollment in the next
eight years shouldn't be surprising.
JMU is a natural candidate for the
property. In the world of real estate, location is everything. The space is an attractive option for retail or offices, especially
because me right buyer would gencr.ile
tax revenue for the city. But students and
university employees also spend more
than $250 million in the Harrisonburg
area each year. If JMU emerged as a potential buyer, the purchase would signal
a serious attempt to expand, enroll more
students and hire more faculty; that expansion economically benefits the city.
RMH acted to resolve its space crunch
after its offices and parking lots breached
capacity. If s time for JMU to do the same.
Did we mention RMH has two parking decks?

MATTHEW SKUYA

Iowa State Daily

How many times is it
possible to write about
Sept. 11, 2001? From columnists to talking heads
on Fox News and MSNBC,
everyone has an opinion
on what lessons we should
learn from the events that
took place three years ago.
The claim that those
who attacked America on
Sept. 11 were responding to
our policies in the Middle
East seems to make sense at
first. Except, what policies
did al Qaeda want the United States to change? It also
seems to me that, after the
killing of more than 3,000
Americans, why would we
acquiesce to demands?
So ifs obvious that
there was no real policy position our nation takes that
terrorists want to change
by bringing attention to
their cause. It seems that
ultimately they attacked

STAFF EDITORIAL

The Washington Post
In the chaos and high
emotion that invariably surround terrorist attacks on
civilians, the provision of
reliable official information
is critical to the prevention
of mass panic. During the
horrific terrorist occupation of a school in Beslan,
Russia, last week, no such
information was available. The Russian government lied about how many
people were in the building, about the identities
<it the attackers and about
the nature of negotiations
with them. The authorities also instituted a virtual news blackout: There
was no reporting of early,
independent attempts at
negotiation. Indeed, there
almost was no reporting at
all — and the blackout may
have contributed to the disastrous outcome. It now
appears that uninformed
vigilantes armed with rifles
started the shooting that
led to the storming of the
building. That led to the
deaths of hundreds of children, as well as Russian
troops, some of whom were
killed — accidentally — by
the vigilantes themselves.
The controls on the ntwi
were even heavier than anyone knew at the time. The
eminent war correspondent, Anna I'olitkovskaya,
s.ns she was given a drug
that knocked her out on the

America because men like
Osama bin Laden want
to see a war between the
West and Islam. They want
to see Western civilization
destroyed. That is the message of Sept. 11.
Though this is not nw
thing terribly new to anybody, it brings up a good
point on what we can do
as a fitting tribute to lIlOM
who lost their lives. Many
groups on campus are running voter registration
drives in order to encourage more young people to
vote in this election
Remember that it is the
lack of freedom and democracy that allows fundamentalist Islam to imbed itself into the mainstream of
Arab politics. It also is what
most people around the
world can't do — choose
their leaders.
This November, Americans have a clear choice on
see VOTING, page 7

plane to southern Russia after she used her cell phone
to try and get in touch with
Chechen separatist leaders
whom she hoped would negotiate with the terrorists
Radio Liberty reporter Andrei Babitsky, also known
for his refusal to toe the authorities' line, was arrested
in Moscow and prevented
from traveling to Beslan
altogether. The generally
pro-establishment editor of
the newspaper Izveslia, after bravely producing some
accurate coverage of the
situation, was fired for doing so. Government control
of the media is no longer a
matter of television stations
run by Kremlin proxies and
subtle pressure. These are
brutal, Soviet-era tactic ■
and it is stunning th^t so
few outside Russia have
denounced them.
Their use bodes ill for
Russians, but carries even
worse harbingers for the
people who live in the
northern Caucasus, near
Beslan. Because of the delicate, Balkan like relations
among ethnic groups in the
region — and the consequent potential for revenge
attacks and further violente
— reliable official information is going to matter even
more in the coming weeks
Rumors will need to be
countered, passions may
have to be calmed. But if no
one trusts the government,
and no one believes the media, who can do so?
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TRAGEDY: Students help poor to stop theft
TRAGEDY, from page 6
make laptops mysteriously
disappear, I know that theft
is the most talked about and
uniting force of tragedy,
which brings students together in their shared "suffering." Sure, statistics can
raise awareness of racism
and date rape, but the students themselves feel somewhat powerless and impotent in eradicating these
age-old problems.
Theft is the closest thing
to a catastrophe likely to
strike any student at any

time. It also is the one crime
that provokes a somewhat
indirect line of action — volunteerism and spreading
social awareness. Devoid of
their prized material things,
student victims of theft
liken themselves to ravaged women in third world
countries. They embark on
a quest of psychological and
religious questioning that
rivals devout Christians in
Divinity School.
Some students, innocent in their naivete, fall
victim (through no fault

of their own) to criminals
who awaken in them the repressed intention to do charity work when they came to
college. Their logic: If you
don't help the poor, they'll
steal from you. I didn't do
my part, so that is why they
stole from me.
Yet, many students do
possess the foresight to do a
mea culpa for their ungrateful
lifestyles before they are actually forced to contact VUPD,
volunteering to do things
like teaching sixth graders
how to make powerpoint

VOTING: Americans
determine own destiny
VOTING, from page 6
what direction they want this
country to move. Set aside
all the rhetoric of Kerry flipflops or Bush lies.
Take a look at either candidate, or even the thirdparty candidates if thafs
your fancy, and make a decision based on your own
values and beliefs.
Then, as a tribute to the
fallen Americans, register so
that in November you can
cast a vote that is the pinnacle of political action in this
country. Vote for whichever
candidate fits your views of
the world and our country.
The range of issues certainly is expanded this year
the deficit, health care, education, jobs, the war on terrorism, the war in Iraq, the
economy, taxes, gay rights,
abortion rights and many

more that could fill up an entire column.
Keep in mind that our
leaders only are human and
as such are prone to mistakes.
I once had a pastor who told
me that nobody ever finds a
church they agree with 100
percent, so find the one you
agree with 90 percent of the
time and go with it. That's
good advice for voting too.
So, this is my tribute to
Sept. 11: The lessons learned
simply are those that help
me to define what it is to be
American. That message
should resonate when we discuss Sept. 11, and everyone
should vote to show those
who seek our destruction that
"We the People" are the ones
in control of our destiny.
Matthew Skuya is a columnist for Iowa State University's
Iowa State Daily.

(

presentations as a superstitious safeguard against their
things being stolen.
Then there are the more
nonchalant types of students who, as products
of gated communities, remain effortlessly disimpassioned about other people's
plights. They mark themselves for all criminals to
see with the stains of their
own carelessness and social
irresponsibility.
Pascha Brown is a columnist for Vanderbilt University's Vanderbilt Hustler.
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A "grow-a-pair" dart to
the idiot who streaked by
me in Chandler Hall.
From an innocent virgin
who thought walking in the
hall was safe.

A "normal-vocabularyplease" dart to The Breeze
for its incredibly hard crossword puzzles.
From four seniors who have
had to make up words to complete them.

A
"thanks-for-beinga-jerk" dart to the professor who went berserk and
made me cry when I asked
if I could transfer into his
class.
From an intimidated freshman who's sure no one she
knows ever will sign up for
your class.

WtiF.J

I UKC V«UK

I eourt^Bow.
A "thanks-but-I-alreadyhad-a-shower-today" dart
to the driver of the yellow
jeep who sped by and sent
a tsunami my way as I was
walking to class in the rain.
From a freshman who almost died of hypothermia.

THE IMKWKM.

fl

A "your-honesty-makesme-happy-to-live-here" pat
to the JMU residents who
didn't steal anything when
I left my car windows down
for two days.
From a junior at JMU
who is happy the community
around that lets her make her
own ditsy mistakes.

A "God-save-the-Queen"
pat to the two English ladies
who sit in front of me and
converse with each other
before class.
From a junior from Ohio
who gets a kick out of English accents and knows that
his Midwestern twang is not
nearly as hip.

Be right, be wrong, be heard. The Breeze — your voice on your campus.
breezeopinion@hotmail. com

University life brings
new experiences, new relationships, new challenges
A spiritual viewpoint can help you achieve balance
in you life. Visit the website: spirituality, com

Pamper your pets at Valley Vets!

sponsored by the Christian Science Church, in Boston-

Find comfort, new ideas, chat rooms 24-7-365.

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal • Medical Surgery.
Boarding • Grooming

UVFT1

There is a branch church in Waynesboro. For information
or if you just need to talk, call'289-5134

498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

referee, men, women, cleats, soccer ball, GOAL, field, referee, men, women, cleats, soccer ball, GOAL, field, referee, men, women, cleats, soccer ball, GOAL,

Become involved in JMU's
^
Fifth Soccer World Cup Tournament **
Join a soccer team and represent your heritage or
country. Sign up at CMISS Warren 245 by
Monday, September 27th, 5 p.m.

M
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Highlawn Restaurant & Bar
.140 434 PAV2
I lam -2am Mon. - Sat.
2061 - F Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Monday
Tailgate Party
Monday night football
15 Ft. T.V.
21 & up no cover
<t 25 wings & $1 hot dogs
with JAC card
Bring your favorite
Live D.J. & Karaoke
chair ... or couch!
* get a FREE bowl of
Hot dance floor
chips & salsa if you do!

Tuesday

Don't go home hungry:
Late night food specials
(FLEX accepted)

AVILION

Best Bar Promotions Nightly
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ACROSS
1 Ruin the veneer 40 Bellow
41 Wing-like
4 Quid pro quo
42 Eggshell
8 Moist
46 Cupid's specialty
12 - Baba
13 Detergent brand 47 Dry gully
48 Coffee vessel
14 Duel tool
40 Ball-hearing
15 Risque
items
17 Aching
50 Come in last
18 April I victim
51 Comic Caesar
19 Duck down
20 Caustic
22 Ostenta-tious
display
24 Family
25 In the wings
29Ump
30 Lusitania sinker
31 Sine-non link
32 Lateral branch
34 Mongol tent
35 VersiMc,
36 Dandies
37 Singer McLachlan

43

1

AND HAVE TYWCAL
STUDENT HOUSING BEHIND

540-442-4800
www.sunchase.net

H

DOWN
1 Long March leader 34 "OK"
2 TV alien
36 "Fame" singer
3 Disreputable people 37 Flavor enhancer
4 Rose
38 Shaving-cream
5 G. Gordon Liddy
additive
book
39 Glowing review
6 Commotion
40 Pastoral P.O.
7 Apiece
letters
8 Stop
42 Night bird
9 Like two peas in - 43 - Schwarz
10 Un-adomed
44 Numerical prefix
11 Juror, theoretically 45 Extremity
16 Invent
19 Formerly, formerly
20 Height (Pref.)
21 Staff leader
22 Under way
23 "- first you don't.. "
25 Reed instrument
26 "Hair" song
27 Mentor
28 Grub
30 "Oops!"
33 Extras

MOVE UP TO
SUNCHA8E

4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury apartments
Phenomenal Pool and Spectacular Sunbathing Area
Fantastic Fully Equipped Fitness and Business Centers
Superior State-of-art Clubhouse
Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and Foosball Tables
Conveniently Close to Campus
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Video games play significant role in students' extracurricular activities
Story by senior writer Cheryl Lock • Photos by Evin Shoap • Graphics by art director Jenny Chanthapanya

He's sat glaring at the television with his friends since
noon. Now, at 4 p.m., his gaze remains fixed to the
scene unfolding before him. Soldiers just entered
the abandoned warehouse and were searching for enemies hidden behind cardboard boxes and piles of hay. Their machine
guns were poised and ready for attack at a moment's notice.
That's when they spotted it — the strategically placed box in
the middle of the room. Someone would have to open it...
The scenario isn't real, though. The soldiers, the abandoned warehouse and the hidden enemies all are part of a
game. They're part of a video game — a trend increasing
in popularity among students.
"A lot of times I do it just to kill time," senior Chris
Ashworth said. "Homework only takes so long."
Ashworth doesn't think that playing has taken away from
his schoolwork, either, even though he admits to playing games
about ten hours a week. "I mean, you can get so much done in
an hour or two of doing straight homework," he said.
Senior Kirby Kirkland doesn't think her playing gets in the
way of schoolwork either, although she only plays once a week
when at work. "I think playing in college gets more frequent,"
Kirkland said. "In high school I was a lot more busy. My jobs
are more slacker now."
It's not surprising that video games have taken
on popularity with students. Web sites such as
www.gamefaqs.com and www.gamespy.com offer clues
to advance in certain games.
"I have a lot of friends who go on eBay and would
pay to learn ways to beat a game," Kirkland said.
Most students seem to think that playing video games
with friends is a good way to spend time together. "It's a good
way to hang out with friends," Ashworth said. "It's a good
thing to do together if the guys are just sitting around."
If spending quality time together isn't enough to gain
interest in video games, researchers at the University of
Rochester have found that people who play violent video
games have a marked increase in their visual abilities.

>'

Students who play video games could focus on and process
what is happening around them 30 to 50 percent better than
those who don't, the study revealed.
Some people don't agree that playing video games will increase
visual abilities or that they are a good way to spend time with
friends — in fact, some think they're a complete waste of time.
The video game industry doesn't appear to be suffering from non-supporters. Last year, the games took in more
money than the movie industry — $10.3 billion compared to
$9.5 billion respectively, according to CNN.
Video game popularity has branched into other areas
as well. The Video Music Awards had a "Best Soundtrack
From A Video Game" category for the first time this
year. The winner was Tony Hawk's "Underground."
MTV isn't the only source of entertainment
branching out. In October, "Playboy"
will try its luck with naked video
game characters, CNN reported.
For those who do play, The
Entertainment Software Rating
Board provides guidelines for game
purchasers. "When I have kids, I definitely don't want them to be able to buy
games like 'Grand Theft Auto,' " junior
Chris Zasada said. "It doesn't matter to college
students, but for adults they help prevent their
kids from buying graphic games."
So while the controversy over whether games actually have positive effects on players continues to cause much
discussion; players seem unaffected.
"For some people, it's just easier to relax by playing
games," Zasada said. "Everyone has their own ways of taking it easy, and as long as it's not taking up all of my time, I
don't see anything wrong with it."
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Win*25,000
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forgrad school!
LAW • lUIINEII • OIIDUIIE • DIDICIL • DINTAt,

SPORTS GRILL & SPIRITS

Enter to win the Kaplan Gets You In.
And Pays Your Way Sweepstakes!
JOIN US FOR NIGHTLY SPECIALS & GREAT ENTERTAINMENT!

How to I Miter?

Doily Fwtiirii • /faporrizars • £ntrati • Solods t SonoSrkhes • De»»rts
Muhiplt tig

SC«M

visit kaptett.com/25k

T¥i • £kfTM« Maoris • Pool Table

Who wine?
One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year
of law. business, graduate, medical or dental school.

PourPoints-

fll.

Sheraton

Wrwr. I* tha drawing"?
The winner will be selected on January 12. 2005 and will be
notified by mall/email Immediately following the drawing.

1400 East Market MM
Hamsonburg. VA

540-433-2521
Present this ad and receive $2 OFF an Entree
Valid ihtu Or. rnitxr 1. IQQ4 • Not vjhd *i(h othei d

1 -800 KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/25k

KAPLAN

i

CRAFT
HOUSE

Unfinished Furniture
^g/kjotUgi every room in the house

IFUII

Line Art & Craft Supply Store
mQH Regular Price
M ■frith JAC card

L"•

^^^B thru Sept 30. 2004
•Wooden Greek Letters & Paddles
•Jewelry Making Supplies
•Wood and Paper Mache Boxes
•Posters
•Candy Making Supplies
es
•Candle Making Supplies
ies
•Decorative Papers
•Unique Note cards
•Journals
•Scrapbook Albums

■
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Back to school means books.

~

Store them in style.

Best Se (Tien

Art & C

Ik

fcppl ies

F

Bookcases starting at $49.°°

OPEN
Mon-Fri 9 am-8 pm
Sat 9 am-S pm
434-9987

313CNeffAve
(Behind Valley Mall)

get the

SCOOP
on how you can help
kids in the community

Come Learn About
Big Brothers Big Sisters!
First 100 people get a FREE ICE CREAM CONE
and a $3 COUPON TO THE BILTMORE GRILL!

TODAY, Sept. 13
4 to 8 p.m.
at Bruster's Ice Cream,
next to the Biltmore Grill
on University Blvd.
Contact us at 433-X886 or info@bbbshr.org

16

Mj^mSlmAu Puas tires
Visit us at our new Location
380 University Blvd.
(across from Regal Theaters)
Serving Lunch & Dinner
Dine in or take out
catering for all occasions
Harrisonburg's only
boar head del
";li

B^lrothmlUfSliteri
UifSOrbufrj-tectiing^imCOWllV

Now Hiring, Inquire within.

s

*trSeV «!

Just think....
instead of staring a hole
in the paper,

NELLY
Sun
1»a Uu>» rMoar II Mck
wrtfimarairfKMubMl
art wkclvn RiB groom
'Suntr' on nil now tool

564-2988

■ ■i.rnfclm"'
UUT>>JW

V
v
L

*

gained ^pjaj
. but *w then
meach
each NeH
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hmt to the Howe.

of those 10 man* tn the Senate
Bowling loc Soup
Hangovor You Don't
Ouorvt
Power-pop. Emo, Pop-pur*
clIIohHvaJM «.«r«91
OKJi T«i »rt • ocli

434-9999
CD* • DVDs ft moral
KROGER SHOPPING CTR Whmt _ 0mjtnmA
1790-96 E. Market St.
*■
* ReCOr<l
Mon Sit 10 9. Sunday 12 6

StOW ShOUlfJ Be!

WVinW.PLAW9MUSIC.COM

people could be staring
at your ad.

...wouldn't that be nice?
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Massages lend hand to reduce stress, increase awareness
Internet replaces
classic courtship
BY PAUL ROBERTSON

contributing writer

It appears as though tr.iditicvn.il
courtship has been thrown completely
out the window. E-mails and virtual
flowers have replaced the love tattoo
and roses of days past.
With the introduction ot online
dating, it appears as though more
and more college students arc turning to their PC powerhouses in hopes
of discovering a potential mate for
friendship, flirting and sex, rather
than going out to parties Or simply
conversing with someone in a classroom setting.
"I think that online dating is a suitable, legit alternative to blind dating,"
sophomore Darcy Edson said. "I think
that if one is in college, it's very reasonable for he or she to talk to people
online and then have a friendship
develop after the two reach a level of
comfortableness with one another."
The issue of deception does arise,
however. To what extent should people be trusted? People have all heard
the horror stories about young men
and women meeting strangers in dark
and remote areas, only to be kidnapped or murdered and go missing
for several months.
In college, it seems that such morbid scenarios need not apply. Besides,
most college students think themselves to be impervious to the atrocities produced by the people who live
around them. They just don't seem to
be concerned with the possibility that
something dreadful could lurk just
beyond the corner.
Some students may not be overly
concerned with the danger that exists in
seemingly everyday occurrences — like
chatting on the Internet — but such dangers are indeed present.
"I met a girl from the Internet
sometime over the summer," junior
Adam Coker said. "She lied about her
age, her birthday, her use of alcohol
and other drugs. It was a disaster"
Some students see Internet dating
as nothing more than an inane act that
fosters inactivity.
"Internet dating is laziness at a whole
new level," junior Michael Armstrong
Hid "You get to know someone by
clicking a mouse or typing on a keyboard. I'd rather have someone in front
of me and get to know that person
face-to-face, as opposed to asking them
questions in a chat room or on instant
messenger. Thaf s just so impersonal."
Regardless of one's opinions on the
nature of Internet dating, it seems the
Internet has become more vital to people throughout the world. The Intenet
is truly making the world smaller
— romance between two people on
separate continents is no longer such
a foreign concept.

BY JULIE SIMMONS

contributing writer

Take a right before the
turnstiles, and nestled down
a long corridor lies one of
UREC's best-kept secrets —
the massage studio. Students
may be unaware that they
can get regular massages at
school, but their benefits can
be tremendous.
"The main thing that massage does is bring awareness
to your body and make you
love the skin you're in," said
Steve Banks, one of UREC's
certified massage ther.ipisK
said.
"Everybody needs
it. I'd recommend it once a
month."
Classes, homework, extracurricular activities, roommates, exams and a social life
can add up to a lot of stress.
"Stress is one of the main
reasons students get massag-

Above top: Junior Katie DIDonato settles down and cloaca her aya» for a little down time and a nice massage. Abova bottom: Hand massages can soothe ache* and pain* in all part* of the body, ovan hands.

n' Banka said

In fact, stress is a leading
cause of sickness in the United
Males. Too much stress seriously can affect physical and
mental well-being, according
to Discovery Health.
Massage increases circulation, helps regulate body temperature, releases endorphins,
and helps with stress release,
according to UREC therapists.
The studio offers three
types of manages. For students who mainly want relief
from stress and tension, a
Swedish massage normally
is recommended. This is a
general massage, the main
purpose of which is overall

relaxation with no specific
muscles or joints in mind,
according to UREC.
Athletes — or those that
might have been injured—also
may want to consider massage
therapy. A deep tissue massage
targets specific muscles and
joints, and may help overcome
the pain associated with continued use.
Myofascial release, the
third massage option UREC
offers, is for anyone experiencing chronic pain or an
injury. This type of massage
focuses on healing injury and
increasing movement, according to UREC therapists.

For the unsure or indecisive student, a brief consultation with the therapist prior
to the massage will answer
any questions. Specific pains
or tightness and any medical conditions are pinpointed
during this consultation and
will be worked into the individual massage treatment.
To make a massage
appointment, simply visit the
UREC program registration
desk. Massages cost $22 for
30 minutes, $30 for 45 minutes and $37 for 60 minutes.
Payment must be made at the
time of the massage and only
FLEX is accepted.

Tips for a stellar massage:
1. Relax
2. Don't be afraid to use your
whole hand while massaging.
3. Don't push it and hurt yourself trying to give a massage to
someone else.
4. Try to cater to the needs of the
individual. Listen and encourage feedback.

^B^Mf^sESf^oo^of a student professor
BY RACHAbL GROSfcCLOSfc

contributing writer

S ll-PllhN BRASHUARA/'
Cycle Oregon attracted a sea of people — with an equivalent number of
tenta In tow. The atatewlde bicycle tour begins Sunday and continue*
through the week.

When students get up in the
morning, some worry about making
it to class on time or staying awake
thnmgh the lecture. Most don't consider what it takes for a professor
to make it to class and present the
lecture. Hours are devoted to preparing for classes, grading papers and
meeting with students. Now imagine combining these two demanding
schedules.
This is a day in the life of Sharla
Dudley. Dudley is a part-time
graduate student — she's writing
her thesis on the defense of oral literature by looking at western fairy
tales Yet, she's a part-time faculty
member — a pmfessor of survey of
British literature. Dudley will graduate in December after the completion of her thesis
Already, Dudley has begun to
learn to balance her life as a student
and a teacher. Arriving to campus
around 9 or 10 a.m. in the morning,
she mentally prepares herself for

the day
Dudley allows herself at least
two hours a day to prepare for her
classes, along with the four hours
she spends grading papers. As for
her thesis, Dudley works on that
whenever she has spare time.
Dudley usually arrives home for
the day at 6 p.m. She then tries to
unwind and relax, which usually
means reading a book.
"Monday, Wednesday and
Friday are my teaching days and
Tuesday and Thursday are my student days," Dudley said. "My thesis
is every day"
Although her workload can be
intimidating, she is coping. "I try to
see what my saturation point is every
day," Dudley said. "Sometimes there
are certain deadlines to meet and
those are crunch days."
Aside from her duties as a student,
a good chunk of her time is spent
preparing to teach class. Dudley
loves every minute of teaching. "I
get to teach literature," Dudley said,
"something I really enjoy."
Her students also agree that her

love for the subject is reflected in
her teaching. "You can definitely
tell her passion for literature, which
I think is great," junior Jessica Cobb
said. "It shows up in her teaching."
Teaching, Dudley said, is fulfilling It's rewarding in a general way
to go into a classroom and see people
starting to understand.','
Junior Soo Bin Kang appreciates
the time and effort Dudley consistently puts into her work. "She
motivates me to think outside of
the box," Kang said. "I can say 1
learned something walking out of
her »-lass, unlike some of my other
classes." Kang said that Dudley's
discussions help him think more in
depth about the material that they
are working with.
Ibis passion for teaching and
literature is what makes all the hard
work worthwhile. Although she
has much to juggle as the semester
continues, Dudley is excited and
optimistic about her future as a
teacher. Until graduation, however,
Dudley simply is trying to learn
to take it one day at a time."

/
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Witherspoon lights up screen
with flair in 'Vanity Fair'

CAROLYN WALSER/
wmor photographer

BY KATHERINE ROSS

contributing writer
Life is a journey- All will
encounter bumps along the
way — and Rebecca Sharp
(Reese Witherspoon, "Sweet
Home Alabama") hit every
pothole in "Vanity Fair."
With her wit and strongwilled character, Becky is
Ji'tcrmtned to go places and
does just about everything to
climb the social ladder. Her
charm and sexuality open
doon tor her, yet still lead
lo disaster for her and those
Oie loves, including best
friend Amelia (Romola C.ar.u.
"Dirty Dancing: Havana
Nights") who stuck by her
side while Becky's life continued to change.
Clawing her way to the
top only could last for a
limited amount of time,
bill she stopped at nothing
until she obtained the lifestyle she desired — leaving
others in the dust.
Director
Mira
Nanbased the movie on William
Makepeace Thackeray's classic novel "Vanity Fair" She
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Reid Ganther
Year: Sophomore
Hometown: Virginia Beach,
ich.Va.
1
Major: Undeclared
If you couM be any utensil what

"Vanity Fair"
Starring:
Reese
Witherspoon
Running time:
137 minutes
Rated: PG-13

would you be and why? An apple peeletfcwer/
slicer beuuM- I'm the whole p»i-kaoe rolled into one.
r you could take on* item to a deserted island what would
t b* and why? A CD player and the IMU womens swlrn team so we can have
chno rave parties every day of the week.
t is your favorite make out song? 1 Need a Hero'by Pat Benatar
I was your dream job when you were younger f
•_ide model because vv*J oft to han<; cxjl naked and get pmdldHC ■

Bracelets become new statement of fashion, charity

fttttt*

Watching theOlympics,
I noticed a trend gracing
the wrists of U. S. athletes and coaches — yellow bracelets. Just looking
around campus flocks of
IMI students can be seen
sporting them — myself
included. Wearing jewelry
for a cause has become a
nationwide craze.
These rubber, yellow
bracelets were created
by the Lance Armstrong
Foundation and are
engraved
with
the
words "LIVESTRONG."
Armstrong created the
foundation in 1997 after
conquering
testicular
cancer and still managing to win the World
Championships, Tour du
Pont and Tour de France.
The foundation believes
that in the battle against
cancer "knowledge is
power and attitude is
everything."
I succumbed to the
power of the bracelets in
early )uly. After realiz-

gave the plot an alternate
energetic twist by displaying
Becky's beautiful, passionate
and funny side as opposed
to her conniving and edgy
side, as was emphasized in
the novel. Witherspoon was
the perfect choice for the
revamped part because of her
incredible versatility as seen
in her roles as bubbly Elle
Woods in "Legally Blond" and
innocent Annette Hargrove in
"Cruel Intentions."
Nair's vision and imagery captured the audience in every aspect of the
movie, from the elaborate
and gorgeous costumes to
the cunning lines.
The movie comes full circle. Becky's struggles show
life's journey always permits a person to explore all
options before realizing what
is most important. The ending was a bit abrupt considering the movie's duration,
but all loose ends were bed.
and the movie ends leaving
the viewer content.

Written by
Erin Lee

ing they were sold out at
every athletic shoe store,
my friend and I finally
found them at a riedll's
near
Richmond.
We
scooped up ten bracelets
(or $1 each.
Celebrities including Matt Damon, Sheryl
Crow and Democratic
presidential candidate
John Kerry also have
been
spotted
wearing the bracelet, perhaps spawning its high
demand. These highly
sought bracelets are
backordered on the LAF
Web 'site. EBay also is
selling them for as much

as $20 each.
Senior
Jim
Cox
searched for a yellow
bracelet, but only found
his two weeks ago after
paying a friend $5 for
his. "1 wanted one for
motivation,
and
to
remind myself to live
life to the fullest," Cox
said. "... It is a good
reminder to take advantage of every opportunity and every day."
Other
forms
of
bling have been created to support different causes. Items such
as silver bracelets and
pins bearing a pink rib-

bon for breast cancer are
sold, and a portion of
these proceeds benefit
breast cancer organizations such as the Susan
G. Komen Foundation.
Generous Gems has
developed a line of "Be"
jewelry made of a gold
ribbon with rubies to help
raise AIDS awareness. A
portion of the proceeds
benefit non-profit AIDS
organizations, according
to Generous Gems.
The idea of jewelry
for a cause started much
earlier than any of these,
however. My dad still has
his POW/MIA bracelet
that was worn at home
during the Vietnam War
in the late '60s.
This jewelry serves as
a constant reminder of a
cause, whatever the cause
may be. The bracelets give
people a sense of unity
and strength, whether
they're a trend or not,
and they probably will be
around for a while.
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|| Some Things In Life
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LEARN ABOUT
STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES
IN

LONDON, FLORENCE, SALAMANCA, ANTWERP AND
MORE!
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TRANSITIONS ROOM, WARREN HAM
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Monday, September 13
7 p.m.
College Center Ballroom
A Passport Event!
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Sophomore midfielder Kurt
Morsink tallied two goals
against Virginia Tech Friday.

JMU defeats
Virginia Tech
The Dukes defeated the
Virginia Tech Hokies 3-1 Friday
nigjit at the Virginia Tech Classic.
Sophomore midfielder Kurt Morsink scored two
goals and redshirt freshman
Frank O'Agostinn added a
goal for JMU.
The Hokies opened the
scoring 11 minutes into the
game on a goal by midfielder
Bailey Allman. Morsink countered with goals in the 39*
minute and again in the 48*
minute to give the Dukes the
lead for good.
Redshirt sophomore goalkeeper Kevin Trapp helped
earn the win by making one
save. The Dukes outshot the
Hokies 10-8.
—from staff reports

Volleyball
takes two at
Texas State
JMU went 2-1 at the
Century Tel/ Classic Honda
Premier Tournament at Texas
State University last weekend.
The Dukes defeated the
University of Mississippi in a
five-set match Friday. They lost
the nightcap to Texas State in
three sets and defeated the San
Diego Slate University Aztecs
Saturday night.
Senior middle blocker Kate
Fuchs recorded 19 blocks during the tournament, moving
into a tie for second place alltime at )MU in that category.
She also tallied 13 kills in the
match against San Diego State.
• Sophomore middle blocker Ashley Copenhaver and
freshman libero (cna Picrson
earned All-Tournament honors
Copenhaver had 14 kill- •gajml
San Diego State Plenon finished with a game-high 24 digs.
The Dukes pushed their
record to 5-2 overall and
will host the JMU/Days Inn
Invitational Sept. 17-18 at the
Sinclair Gym in Godwin Hall.

JMU students ton purple and gold streamer* In the stands prior to the Dukes' gam* against Lock Haven University Sept. 4. Student Duke Club President
Ashley Sumner hopes the streamers will become a pregame ritual at Brldgeforth Stadium.

Student Duke Club looks to increase support of athletics
BY JAMES IRWIN

sports editor
The nucleus of support for JMU's
athletic programs, the Student
Duke Club Club, is more than a
zealous fan base.
Created in 2000, the SDC, with
a membership of over 600 students,
increases involvement in JMU athletics,
Duke Club director and SDC founder
Nick Langridge said.
SDC is an entity of the Duke Club,
which raises money for athletic facilities and scholarships, Langridge said.
"It's philanthropic," Langridge
said. "[SDC] exists to support
athletics. 1 graduated |from JMU)
in 2000 and took a job with the
Duke Club, and I went and built
an infrastructure for the Student
Duke Club."
Student Duke Club president
Ashley Sumner said, "The purpose
was to increase enthusiasm about

sports and to provide a better relationship between athletes and students "
Students pay dues to become members of SDC. However, instead of adding to the organization's budget, the
money benefits JMU athletics.
"All dues are completely donated
to an endowment for athletic scholarships," Langridge said. "It's unique
because students are essentially helping their fellow students."
Because dues go directly to the
athletic endowment, SDC is a selfsufficient organization driven by the
work of its executive board.
"The executive team has worked
very hard," Langridge said. "They do
their own fund raising and earn money
through sponsorships."
Sumner, a senior, also credits
much of SDC's success to help
from the JMU administration.
"Athletics marketing and (athletic director! Jeff Bourne have
made huge impacts on our success,"

Sumner said. "Without athletics
marketing, we couldn't do this "
SDC has had a large boost in membership since its founding year.
"The first year, we had 123 members," Langridge said. "Now we're
over 600. It's been phenomenal and
exciting to see the growth."
Club members agree that growth
only will benefit the Dukes.
"I think when people see this
growth il becomes contagious,"
senior Chris Nahlik said. "There is
no reason why this school shouldn't
have half of the student body out
there wearing purple."
An event (hat may become a
contagious pregame ritual is the
throwing of purple and gold
streamers al football games as the
Dukes take the field.
"The streamers idea was founded on dukesdomatn.com by alumnus
Thil Cockrell." Nahlik said. "He
thought it would be a good idea to

bring back tradition by throwing
the streamers."
That tradition stems from the
days of the "Electric Zoo," a nickname given to the Convocation
Center during basketball seasons in
the '80s. Nahlik hopes the administration will fund the "Zoo's" rebirth
by purchasing the streamers.
Sumner agreed, adding that there
were other ways to fund the cause.
"Another option is encouraging
the kids to bring a roll of streamers
to the game," she said. "It would
hopefully catch on. Getting the word
out there is a big deal."
As SDC continues to grow,
Langridge speaks highly of what it
can accomplish.
"The challenge for any organiza-.
tion is to have a consistent presence
on campus," Langridge said. "An
increase in attendance and increasing
the support of JMU athletics are definite goals of the Student Duke Club."

FIELD HOCKEY

Amico, Dukes fall to Nittany Lions

— from staff reports

Lucas attempts to bring program
back to national prominence

Losing streak
A-IOSCOREBOAjd at Jive games

Bv MATTHEW STOSS
assistant sports editor

BY JESSICA MERRILL
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contributing writer
Redshirt junior goalkeeper
l.on Amico had 10 saves in a
losing effort as JMU dropped
the game 2-0 to the Penn State
Nittany Lions Friday at the JMU
field hockey complex.
Friday's shutout is the third
game in which JMU has been
goose egged, and the Dukes'
offense has been limited to a
mere two goals all season.
With a recent history of
challenging schedules, Penn
State was not the first difficult
team to face JMU, nor will they be
the last. Five of (he team's future
opponents are nationally ranked,
including No. 4 North Carolina
and 2003 NCAA quarterfinalist
Old Dominion University.
The Dukes have a hard
schedule ahead, but redshirt
senior forward Alissa Sanlanna
thinks it's for Ihe better.

EVTN SHO AP'ir iwv, **>|rapArr
Redshirt senior forward Alissa Santanna drives downfleld
during JMU's gam* against
State Friday.

"I'm really happy with
our schedule," she said.
"We're learning from each
game; the harder the games
are, the better."
But the Dukes are taking
the games as preparation
for the Colonial Athletic
Association malchups ahead.

"We take (hem one by
one," redshirt sophomore
Maureen Klingler said. "It
prepares us for the league
games."
Consecutive losses can
be hard on a team's morale.
see SHUTOUT, page 14

Ten years ago, JMU won its
first and only national title.
The Dukes beat the
University of North Carolina
in Boston, Mass., 4-2. The sport
was field hockey.
That team was coached
by Christy Morgan, whose
philosophy is embodied
by
the
inscription
on
JMU's championship rings,
"together... fight."
After all those years,
Morgan's presence still is felt
today on the turf of the JMU
Field Hockey Complex in
some of the remnants of her
final recruiting class.
Redshirt senior forward
Ahss,i Santanna and senior
forward Heidi Beck both were
recruited by Morgan.
"My decision to come
here was strictly based on the
school," Santanna said. "The

coach who recruited me, I
never got to play for. 1 came
because the team was scrappy
and a lot like the learn I played
for in high school."
Morgan left in 2000 after
nine seasons at the helm of
JMU field hockey. Her coaching
record for fhe Dukes stands at
153-66-2, including that one
NC \A title. She also left just as
Beck was deciding to commit.
"They were a good team
when I came in," Beck said.
"Because it was such a strong
program, 1 still came."
However, this year, after the
departure of JMU's intermittent
four-year coach Irene Horvat,
the Dukes look energized for a
new start under first-year coach
Antoinette Lucas.
"This new coach is a lot like
Christy, so in essence it is like
playing with Christy my senior
year," Beck said. "She has a
see LUCAS, page 14
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LUCAS: New coach to rebuild JMU
LUCAS, from pagt 13
hard job coming into a new
team and putting together a
team that was mangled the
past three vttn
Lucas comes to |MU after 12 years of playing for the
United States National team,
retiring in 2002 after numerous
World Cups and Olympics.
"She was an Olympian
for many years," Beck said.
"She'll come out here and
play, and tool us all over the
field. She's more fit than anyone else on this team."
Lucas has 16 years of
previous collegiate coaching experience. The past
two seasons, she was an
assistant at the University
of New Hampshire. Before
that, Lucas was an assistant
at Northeastern University
(1999-'01), Duke University
(1996-'99) and the University
of Connecticut (1992-'95).

"I think I've always had
my eye on JMU as somewhere
I'd like to coach," Lucas said.
"We have all the pieces here
to win it again and I'm excited about it."
So far, it hasn't gone ideally. The Dukes opened their
season, and Lucas' JMU
coaching career, with a fivegame losing streak — the
most recent coming Friday
against Penn State when the
Dukes were shutout for the
third time this season.
"I came in without expectations, except to take to
take it one day at a time,"
Lucas said. "I really enjoy
the athletes that we're working with. They have a lot to
learn, but they take it in and
they're bright."
But the competition has
been stiff. The Dukes already
have taken on three NCAA
tournament powers of last year

in the Nittany Lions. Michigan
State and defending national
champion. Wake Forest.
"You can't put your head
down. It's a sport, and someone wins and someone loses," Santanna said. "These
aren't CAA games, and we
just have to believe in what
we can do.
"If we lose, I'm sure we're
going tobe better playing these
teams than easy teams that we
could just walk all over."
The Dukes are eying a
certain Oct. 16 game Where
the team celebrates the 10
year anniversary of their
lone national title and play
the team they defeated ten
years ago.
"I am totally pumped for
that," Lucas said. "It could
make you gulp to see Carolina
out there. It would be great to
knock them off on the 10 year
anniversary."

WJA

y^%

SHUTOUT, from page 13
With three of five games
ending in shutouts, the
Dukes find themselves asking, "What's missing?"
"At the end of the game
we're thinking, 'What are
we not doing that they are?'"
sophomore midfielder Baillie Versfeld said.
But the team keeps coming
back for more, knowing that
together anything is possible.
"We all have a passion
for the game with us," Klingler said. "And with us all
having the same passion,
we'll all succeed."
The 2004 season also
is a rebuilding year that
EVrNSHOAJV>™.»,.l«v pqphi first-year coach AntoiSophomore mktfMdw Bade VerafaM nette Lucas has to steer
looks to paw In Friday's loss. t was her Dukes through.
ttw MM fifth ttraVit
"We all know it's a build-

Your UREC Adventure...
Beginner Whitewater Kayaking?
Remember: Safety First - Always
glwear your helmet!
After that Cybex Strength
[Safes, I feel stronger already', j.

SHUTOUT: Dukes
drop five straight
ing process," Santanna said.
"She keeps our heads up."
With such a challenging
season staring her in the
face, some first year coaches would consider revising
their game plan. But Lucas
is not some coaches.
"Nothing changes. It's
all fundamentals and basics," she said. "I w.int to
keep it simple — simple
on attack, simple on defense and when they're on
the ball; simple."
After back-to-back games
against Penn State Friday
and Michigan State Thursday, the Dukes look forward to five days off before
Wednesday's game against
Longwood University at 7
p.m. at the JMU Field Hockey complex.

Now is it Bogey or Boogie?
Oh well, Golf 101 &Team
Golf will help clear things up!J

i

'M
Tuesday Sept. 14, Stn.-mnh S, ,
.^____^^

Fridays Sunday, Sept. 17
, classic
' '"""("'11: Hnmes dueSept. 13 16
5 Session Golf 101: Sept. 14,5:00 6:30, $30 Reg. by Sept. 13

Continues Each and Every Day

*

www.imu.edu/recreation -*w-^~
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CLASSIFIEDS
ORAD STUDENT HOUSING Within
bilking distance (o JMU and shopping. 3
level townhouK. furnished. 4 bedroom*,
2 baths, sparkling clean. AC. dishwasher,
microwave, laundry Non-smoking, no
pets.$900O0niontJi.lrKlivi(hjalle«es.C«II
810-0922 or email payotterfohenteintt.
GREAT 2 BR' Sublease Water, gas,
and all appliances included! Pool. W/ D.
Ready lo £o! Pets ok S7I9. 421-7SM

Use the Breeze Classified Ads to find
someone lo sublease!
Iia never too early, so go online
lo place your ad lodty!
■/-/•/.'■■; -tin ;*i
M WLY RENOVATED 2 BEDROOM.
I Bath apartment Water, aewer.
trash and gas included. No pets
S480.00vmonth.
Call
821-0464.

SPRING SUBLEASE Sublease available
Tor Spring semester 2005. Bedroom
in third floor Southuew apartment w/
private bathroom Bedroom ensemble
included Ethernet, cable, and phone
included' $33*7 month Robyn: 804691-4563
or
campbern@jmu.edu.

SEE YOUR NAME
IN PRINT!

StudentClty.com
\IIIII

$450 QROUP
FUND RAISER
Scheduling Bonus • 4 hours of your
group's time PLUS our free (yes, free)
fundraising solutions EQUALS $ 1.000$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with
CampusFundraiser
Contact
CampusFundraiser. (888) 923-3238.
or visit wwwcampusfundraiiercom

\d in I In Ih.

W RITERS «\ PHOTOGRAPHERS
WANTED!
■

MOUNTAIN BIKE -TREK MOUNTAIN
BIKE for sale - TREK 8000 Mountain
Bike In excellent condition, great parts,
very well maintained Perfect bike tor
trail riding or commuting. $500 OBO.
Email Mike at: wlho2mx<tiJmu tdu.

Visit The Breeze in the basement of
Anthony Seeger Hall ore-mail
thy knvzt-ujmu tJu to get *tarted!
TOUR GUIDES
WANTED No
experience necessary. Weekend and
weekday work Must have dependable
transportation. Call for appointment.
Endless
Caverns.
896-2283.

GIRL WANTED Office help wanted
in local motorcycle shop close to
BARTENDING! $25(Vday Potentisl. campus. Must have computer skills
No experience necessary. Training and a friendly smile. Mail resume to
provided (800) 965-6520 Eat. 212 195 E. Mosby, Hamsonburg, 22801
WAITRESSES WANTED Apply at Jess'
Lunch HI, All Shifts Needed. Freshmen.
Sophomores.
Juniors
Preferred

2 MALE ROOMMATES NEEDEDStonewall Heights All appliances.
utilities, phis phone, cable, internet
No smoking, dnnking or pets. Lee
A Associates.
(540) 433-7222

CO-ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR
OF
Nursing Full-time RN who will function
as one of two ADON in a 112 bed
Long-term care facility Management,
MDS, Care plan. Geriatric are are all a
plus Please call or come by Augusta
Nursing and Rehab. Center Fishersville,
VA (near AMC) (540) 885-8424

College Nigh
El Zarape
Mexican Cuisine

* tnJei j i
■

WANTED: Nude models for an classes
$9.00/ hour. No experience necessary.
Part-time work Models are needed for
art classes that meet for a variety of
times Monday through Thursday, but
especially for a class that meets 1:30500 p.m.. Tuesday Thursday To apply
or for more information, e-mail David at
(wtamtdt^mu mtu
or
leave
a
message
at
476-2337.
WANTED: -DI"ERS AND "OM"ERS
If you participated in Destination
Imagination or Odyny of the Mind in High
School, and would like to become a part
of a University team, let us know! email
armstremt&jmu ethl (540) 255-3439

f

Spring Break
0nicialP*lM[

K

TRAVU.
SPRING BREAK 2005 Travel with STS.
America's ■! Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica. Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts Information/
Reservations
I -800-648-4849
SPRING BREAK 2f*5 Challenge
Find a better price!
Lowe* prices, free meals, honest panes!
November 6th deadline'
Hiring reps • earn free trips and cash!
wwttsstvaDaaetosmoom

■

Oi Maiim Break. MldrhiRnmr:

Meet Your Editors!

Visit the Breeze online
to meet the
dedicated Breeze
Editorial staff.

www.thebrteze.org

1-80O426-77IQ

EVERY WEDNESDAY
ON THE PATIO
Coma by for Student
Wednesday Specials
Menu and Map Found On

GoLookOn.Com

Your 9Uf l(ere
call 568-6127

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten.MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III. MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD
MarlbethPLoynes, MD
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP

Catherine E. Rlttenhouse, FNP

Ambassadors Wanted.

Now Accepting Appointments
Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545- 3348

Monday-Friday 8:30-5:00

INTERNATIONAL PHOTO
CONTEST!!!!!
Open to JMU

students,
faculty and
staff!
Share your overseas photos for a
chance Co win!

Are you interested in becoming a
JMU Student Ambassador?
Campus Tours, Alumni Events, Madison P.R.I.D.E., Operation
Santa Claus, Carrie Kutner Scholarship, and much more!
Get into the driver's seat and become a Student Ambassador!

Conat rate* i
• Photo* cannoi ba lii|>i dun 4~x*"
• Photo* can ba bbek \vhlt* or color
• Photo* muse have baan taken In a country other tfman UJ.
• No man than 3 ano-las par part on
• Intrtoa must ba racalvad by Wad. 9/22 In tha CMBS
Oflltt by noon (Warren 24S). All tnuta should hava
your namo, country and an inul address on tha back of
sto. Sorry no auric* I photos.

Wtnnln« tntritt will ba dt.pUy.rf In Carrlar Library
during ] MU 's annual Intamadonal Waak and tha woalt
followlntj. (Stpambsr IP" through Octobar I3*)!l

Download the application at: wwui.jmu.edu/orp/ambasiadon
Application! are due on October 5 by 5 p.m.
Cash prisas...cath prbtaa..xash prtaas.

th prltas..xath prfsas.

ContactJilingscfePjmu.edu with any questions.
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Pheasant Run
Townhomes

Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards

Great Room

Eat In
Kitchen

Deck or Patio

Cable/Phone/Ethernet available,
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher,
Washer and Dryer, Microwave,
Refrigerator with Ice Maker!!!

Pheasant Run
Townhomes
&U 801-0660, e-mail pheasant(^heasantruanet
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
Monday - Friday 10am - 5pm
ew a map to our location on GoLoakOnuCom
. i
i»**fc>.fa^fc.

